Final Essay: Charles R. Drew, MD

Now that you have a general understanding of Dr. Drew’s accomplishments as a surgeon, a medical scientist, and a teacher who trained and mentored many young African American physicians, you will write a final essay about Dr. Drew. For your essay:

1. Select an experience, struggle, or achievement from Dr. Drew’s early life that you think was a key influence on an event or decision in his later life.
2. Draw a connection between the two moments.
3. Follow the guidelines below:
   - The essay should be 3 pages long essay.
   - Focus your thesis on the significance of the connection between the two moments.
   - Include a minimum of five primary and secondary sources—visuals and documents—from the Profiles in Science: The Charles R. Drew Papers website.
   - Follow the established writing guidelines for the essay, including correctly using and citing quotations and all sources.